4.1. ROZMĚROVÁ ŘADA | RANGE OF DIMENSIONS

Rozměrová řada je uvedena v milimetrech ve tvaru „šířka“ x „výška“. Všechny rozměry jsou vyráběny v plném provedení. Hlavně v provozu i v průvěsném sklínu a provedení mizí.

Dimensions are indicated in millimeters in the form “width” x “height”. All dimensions are produced in full. Especially in operation and in provisonal glass, the dimensions of the mizí, do not apply.

The range of products dimensions consists of list of dimensions and its combinations that are considered standardized when submitted to production. In case of solid doors it is also possible to count with tolerance of + 2 mm. Even in this case the rigorous dimensions that are not specifically mentioned in the chart are rated as atypical production and will also be charged in that way.